


“Paper chains can be made two different ways. The easy way 
is to join strips of paper made into circles like rings. Another 
way is to fold strips of paper, then draw a picture. You must 
make sure your picture touches the sides of the folded paper. 

Then you cut around the picture without cutting the part that 
touches the folds. When you open it up, the sides are joined 
into a chain.”
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•  Use Teacher Talk to stimulate discussion of topic. 

•  Refer to Contents list to locate specic information.  

•  Use Glossary to check and clarify basic concepts. 

•  Develop research skills based on this topic.

•  Identify hard and soft  sounds:  c  circle   scissors   piece

•  Review use of apostrophe for contractions:      don’t  that’s

•  Use visual discrimination:    snowman/snowmen  make/made

•  Identify digraph ch: chain  touch

•  Understand use of apostrophe for possession:  caterpillar’s

•  Follow directions in a practical activity.

•  Promote drama, writing or art as follow-up activities.
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It  is  fun  to  make  paper  chains  at  
home  or  at  school.  You  will  need  
paper,  scissors,  pens,  and  glue.
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There  are  two  kinds  of  paper  
chains.  Do  you  know  how  to  make  
one  with  circles  or  rings?



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

You’ve Just Finished your Free Sample 
 

Enjoyed the preview? 
 

Buy:  http://www.ebooks2go.com

https://www.ebooks2go.com/paper-chains
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